The ability to determine the precise loci and occupancy of DNA-binding proteins is instrumental to our understanding of cellular processes like gene expression and regulation. We propose a single-molecule approach for the direct visualization of proteins bound to their template DNA. Fluorescent quantum dots (QD) are used to label proteins bound to DNA, allowing multicolor, nanometer-resolution localization. Protein-DNA complexes are linearly extended and imaged to determine the precise location of the protein binding sites. The method is demonstrated by detecting individual QD-labeled T7-RNA polymerases on the T7 bacteriophage genome. This work demonstrates the potential of this approach to precisely read protein binding position or, alternatively, "write" such information on extended DNA with QDs via sequencespecific molecular recognition.
Remarkable advancements to the study of transcription regulation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have occurred over recent years. New tools, and above all Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) based methods, have revealed a wealth of new information regarding the complex transcriptional networks underlying cell function. Despite these exciting methodological advancements and their capability for genome wide studies of gene expression, there is still a need for complementary approaches. New approaches should overcome some of the intrinsic drawbacks of existing methods (see Supporting Information for a brief survey of existing methods) and, more importantly, provide independent evidence regarding the state of the transcription machinery on the genome. Advances in high-resolution optical nanometer localization [6] [7] [8] and the growing toolbox for manipulating biological matter in the nanoscale open up new avenues for the study of protein-DNA interactions. In the following report, we present a single molecule approach for direct visualization of DNA binding proteins bound to their genomic targets and demonstrate the potential of this technique for genomic analysis of transcription.
In this method, optical imaging of DNA-binding proteins is utilized such that the precise location of the protein on the DNA is determined. High-resolution mapping of the DNA-binding proteins is achieved by combining far-field optics with DNA templates that have been extended with a uniform extension factor, creating arrays of DNA. This alignment simplifies the localization of objects along DNA strands and lends itself readily to automated image analysis for large scale, high-throughput measurements. 9 Two main approaches have been developed to align DNA on a solid support: molecular-combing, which utilizes the surface tension of a receding meniscus to align naked DNA anchored by its extremity on a surface, 10, 11 and DNA alignment approaches that use flow and Stokes drag to perform the same feat. 12 Optical visualization of the different proteins bound to the aligned DNA requires a robust optical contrast mechanism, such as fluorescence. Quantum dots (QDs), with their narrow, "tunable" emission spectra, provide an almost unlimited array of colors compared to organic fluorophores and therefore have ideal properties for the simultaneous observation of several components (multiplexing). Furthermore, QDs can be excited with a common excitation wavelength, reducing chromatic aberrations and simplifying microscopy. Finally, QDs are more photostable than organic fluorophores, facilitating nanometer localization of single QDs 8, 13 (Figure 1in Supporting Information).
Here, we describe a technique using single QDs to identify the genomic targets of DNA-binding proteins, such as transcription factors (TFs). The principle of this approach is schematically depicted in Figure 1 . First, proteins are crosslinked to DNA using standard in vivo based ChIP protocols. 2 Next, the cross-linked complexes are labeled with QDconjugated antibodies against TFs of interest, while the DNA is stained with an intercalating dye. Practically, four to six different TFs can be labeled with different QDs emitting in the visible spectrum and still be easily spectrally separated, as demonstrated in Figure 1d . Additionally, one or more spectrally distinct QDs could be used to tag a reference point in the genome in a sequence specific manner, using cD-NA 14, 15 or peptide nucleic acid (PNA) 16, 17 probes. The QDlabeled protein-DNA complexes are then aligned on a glass coverslip, resulting in linear DNA molecules decorated with QD-labeled TFs. For optical imaging, a single excitation source is sufficient to excite the fluorescence of the DNA stain and all QDs. The potential multiplexing capability of this approach and the fact that it probes multiple proteins on long stretches of DNA (10s to 100s of kb) addresses some of the limitations of traditional ChIP based methods that rely on data from an ensemble of fragmented (<1 kb) DNA molecules and thus are limited in providing information regarding cooperative binding events and long-range interactions of DNA binding proteins like transcription factors.
We demonstrate the method with a proof-of-principle experiment aimed at locating a single QD-labeled protein species bound to multiple genomic targets. As a model biological system, we studied T7-RNA polymerase (RNAP) binding to promoters of the T7 bacteriophage genome. T7 is a virus that infects most Escherichia coli strains. It has a fully sequenced linear double-strand DNA genome containing 39936 bp, with 17 identified promoter binding sites for T7-RNAP. 18 To facilitate easy and selective binding of QDs to T7-RNAP, a biotinylation tag was introduced at the N-terminus of the RNAP and this tag was in vivo biotinylated prior to purification. In vitro binding of the biotinylated-RNAP to the T7 genome was performed as described. 19 Since T7-RNAP binds weakly to DNA, 20 transcription was initiated with a nucleotide subset (GTP, UTP, and CTP) to stabilize the complex. The sample was then labeled with the intercalating dye YOYO-1 and with streptavidin conjugated QDs.
We first aligned the sample by molecular combing, which reliably produces uniform stretching. 10 Combing of DNA with cross-linked RNAP using this method was successfully verified by atomic force microscopy (AFM). However, when combing the QD-labeled complexes, we could only detect one QD at the end of the observed DNA molecules ( Figure  2 in Supporting Information.). We hypothesized that one of the bound QDs served to anchor the DNA to the surface, via nonspecific binding, and that the stretching force created by the receding meniscus was sufficient to detach the remaining T7-RNAP-QDs from the DNA. 21 To overcome these limitations, we utilized a flow-induced stretching technique. 12 A 3 µL droplet containing ∼5 ng of DNA was deposited at the interface between two parallel coverslips, one of which was functionalized with polylysine. Capillary force immediately drew the droplet in between the coverlips, stretching the DNA and immobilizing it on the polylysine surface, presumably by electrostatic interaction (Figure 3 in Supporting Information). We found that adding 0.1% of n-dodecyl--D-maltoside, a very mild nonionic surfactant, 22 im- proved the extension uniformity and reduced nonspecific binding of free QDs to the polylysine surface. 23 The resulting fluorescence images clearly show individual QD fluorescent spots on many of the DNA molecules ( Figure 3 in Supporting Information). AFM imaging of the sample on freshly cleaved mica indicates that most promoter sites were occupied by T7-RNAP (Figure 2 ). DNA fibers decorated with protrusions of two typical sizes were observed. We attributed smaller protrusions to bare T7-RNAP and the larger protrusions to T7-RNAP-QD.
We first evaluated the uniformity and degree of extension by measuring the length of QD-labeled DNA molecules. A histogram of 70 such molecules from several fields of view is presented in Figure 3 , together with some representative images of full length genomes. We found that DNA was extended to 86 ( 6% of its B-DNA contour length (3.42 bp/nm). To determine the location of bound QDs, we measured their distance from the DNA ends and corrected for variations in extension factor by dividing each distance by the total length of the individual DNA molecule. Since this sample did not contain any marker to indicate DNA orientation, QDs are matched to known promoters by comparing their measured positions to theoretical promoter sites and choosing the orientation resulting in the best global match. To demonstrate the mapping accuracy of the optical measurement, we plot the mean position and standard deviation of detected QDs against the known promoter sites as shown in Figure 4 . Representative genome images, scaled to span the full promoter map, are presented, and QD labels may be traced to their matching promoters. Agreement is An important feature of this method is its ability to determine the relative occupancy of binding sites under given conditions. The position histogram in Figure 5 shows the frequency of QD positions along the genome relative to the positions of known RNAP promoters. The distribution is clearly discrete, with a considerable degree of correlation between promoters and QD clusters.
An encouraging finding is that 3 times more binding events were detected in regions corresponding to consensus, or tight, binding sites relative to binding sites with nonconsensus sequences. Overall, we have detected 90 QDs near the 5 class III promoters bearing the consensus sequence giving an average occupancy of 18 QD/promoter, while an average of only 5.8 QDs were detected near the 10 weaker class II promoters. 24 Most notable is the high occupancy of the region corresponding to promoters located at 86% and 46.4% of the full genome length, as well as that of a known strong terminator at 61%. A numerical simulation of our experiment showed good agreement with our observation, provided we assigned a higher binding probability for these promoters compared to other consensus promoters ( Figure 5 ). We could find no reported explanation for this higher occupancy, suggesting that this observation could be of biological importance. This simple experiment thus indicates that our method may yield insightful results even in relatively wellknown systems such as T7.
The results described above assumed that the DNA extension was uniform within each molecule. As shown by our simulations, this is probably not the case, as the observed binding site distribution is best accounted for by a nonuniform extension factor within each molecule. In principle, however, the influence of a nonuniform extension factor could be significantly reduced by introducing two or more sequence-specific labels (genomic flags) with defined spacing serving as internal calibration. Sequence specific flags will be instrumental for the analysis of more complex samples such as bacterial or mammalian DNA. Such long genomes are likely to be fragmented and flags can serve as reference points for orientation and distance measurements. Preliminary assessment of the resolution improvement expected from such flags shows a 3-4-fold improvement in resolution upon addition of two sequence specific reference flags (as described in the Supporting Information section and presented in Table 1 in the Supporting Information). Several strategies for sequence specific labeling of DNA have been reported 17, 25 and are currently tested in our laboratory for assembling QDs on double-stranded DNA in a sequence specific manner.
In conclusion, we effectively demonstrated the viability of this single molecule approach to directly visualize and map protein binding sites on DNA using QDs. At this stage, the method is applicable for the analysis of well-defined DNAs, such as intact viral genomes, linearized fosmid DNA, or uniform, clean, bacterial or mammalian genomic fragments. This simple concept has the advantage of rapid and simple sample preparation, as well as requiring orders of magnitude less material than, for instance, ChIP assays. The use of QDs offers several additional advantages as well. Since single QDs and stained DNA molecules are bright enough to be observed with the naked eye under the microscope, an inexpensive camera is sufficient for image acquisition. The use of a single excitation source simplifies data acquisition even further, allowing multicolor images to be acquired in a single shot using a color camera (Figure 3 in Supporting Information). The ability to analyze independent DNA fragments opens up a whole array of singlemolecule capabilities such as: the identification of correlated or cooperative binding events on single DNA molecules or the identification of rare subpopulations masked by ensemble averaging using other techniques. Another advantage of this approach, in contrast to ChIP-on-a-chip, or other methods based on shotgun sequencing, is that it can handle DNA repeats, genomic regions that account for 30% of the human genome which are inaccessible to sequencing and array based methods.
The addition of genomic flags as well as utilization of high-throughput technologies such as microfluidics 26 and machine vision 27 could result in a high-resolution, highthroughput, single-molecule transcription factor mapping tool that may allow direct visual comparison of transcription states between genomes. Obviously, this approach could also be used to precisely and easily organize QDs on DNA molecules for nanofabrication purposes.
